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(Image credit: Spokko) Ever wondered what it would be like to be Geralt of Rivia? Well, if you haven't played the console games yet, there's a more accessible option coming your way. Spokko, a part of the CD Projekt Red family, has announced The Witcher: Monster Slayer, an augmented reality RPG for mobile devices that will let you
track, study and slay creatures from The Witcher universe.Set before The Witcher game series, The Witcher: Monster Slayer will let you see the world around you (via your mobile device) as a true Witcher would. In a similar vein to Niantic's Pokémon Go, you can hunt down and slay monsters as a supernatural bounty hunter, with the time
of day and real-life weather conditions effecting which creatures you come across. In addition, players will be able to craft bombs, potions and oils to help them take down tougher enemies.But it wouldn't be a true The Witcher game without some side quests thrown in. So expect some "story-driven quests inspired by other games from the
series". Best gaming phone 2020The best Android games 2020The best iPhone games 2020It's currently unclear exactly how tracking and studying of creatures will work in Monster Slayer, but we do know you'll be able to upgrade your character as you slay more creatures - likely in return for coins to spend on new gear and
resources.With The Witcher Season 2 still a way off, Monster Slayer looks set to give Witcher fans their fill of beasties until then.The Witcher: Monster Slayer will be available for iOS and Android devices, with launch dates set to be revealed later this year. Today's best The Witcher 3 Wild Hunt Complete Edition dealsThese are the best
smartphone games to play with friends and family Screenshot: ValveI will spare you the obvious joke about tossing coins to Geralt of Rivia, because for today only, you’re going to be able to hang out with everyone’s favorite freelance monster hunter without paying a dime. The PC game that started it all—taking us down an incredible
fantasy path that led us to that bangin’ bard hit—is free for the taking.There are only two caveats to this deal, and they’re both easy to manage. First, you’ll have to have a free account with GOG.com. That takes all of five minutes to set up, and it’s worth it for the occasional free games and generally decent deals you’ll find on legacy
games that have been tweaked to run seamlessly on modern PCs. Second, you’ll have to accept the fact that you’re getting the very first Witcher game that was ever created. Yes, it’s the 2007 title, so the graphics and gameplay won’t be quite as lush or scintillating as the most recent title in the franchise The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt.There’s
one silver lining to this, however. The free offer is technically for the game’s enhanced version, a remake that launched one year later and dropped in tons of extra monsters to kill, a bunch of graphical fixes, two brand-new adventures to play, and the opportunity to mix and match languages for the game’s subtitles and voices. See, playing
The Witcher is basically like a more fun, monster-slaying version of Duolingo.Talking about The Witcher gives me an excuse to post some of developer CD Projeckt Red’s incredible trailers for the franchise—practically indistinguishable from Blizzard’s work, I’d say, for their storytelling and visual appeal. I wouldn’t say I was very blown
away by The Witcher’s first trailer, but the trailer for the game’s sequel, The Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings, is probably one of my all-time favorites:Frankly, the gameplay in the various Witcher games does tend to follow a similar pattern, so I don’t feel bad at all posting trailers that showcase a much more beautiful version of what you’ll be
doing throughout your adventures in the illusively named “Continent.” You’ll have until 6 p.m. (ET) to claim your free copy of The Witcher on GOG.com—it’s a one-day deal. I wouldn’t dawdle. However, if you miss out, the game costs all of $10 normally. This isn’t the biggest savings we’ve ever seen for a game, but free is free. Given how
many hours you’ll sink into The Witcher (and its sequels), and how many more months we’ll all be stuck at home thanks to COVID-19, I think that taking a trip through a sprawling role-playing game is exactly what you need right now.And while you’re at it, don’t forget to install a third-party mod (or a few) to make this older game look and
run even better. Saving money isn’t always easy, so why not try to make a game out of it? There are lots of simple techniques to ramp up your saving habits or simply get them back on track. If you’re having a tough time committing to a budget, let alone a savings plan, try some of these ways to gamify your savings. You’ve received a
raise at work; congrats! But let’s pretend that you didn’t get one. Consider this: You’ve been living within your means so far, so why not continue living your current lifestyle and instead save the money you get from your raise. Let’s say you get an extra $200/month with your raise. You could go out and get a more expensive car, or you
could put that $200 away and have $2,400 saved by the end of the year. This is a simple way to start building your emergency savings or even start building up for a down payment on a home. This game only works if you have access to a home washer and dryer, but if you participate, it can help you easily save some money. Think back
to your laundromat days when one cycle of washing and drying cost two dollars. Instead of popping those coins into the machine, simply put your money you’d pay for laundry into a jar for every load of laundry. You’re not going to save thousands this way, but if you do three loads of laundry per week and saved two dollars each time, by
the end of the year, you’d have an extra $312 saved up. This is a straightforward saving method that will also make you pay close attention to where your money is going. At the end of every day or week, sit down and go through what you’ve purchased, then round up the amount to the nearest dollar and save the difference. For example,
if you spent $3.50 on a coffee and later spent $5.25 on a sandwich, rounding up would account for $1.25 in savings. Depending on how much you transact, change can accumulate quickly, and also make you more aware of your spending habits. Some people only go through their pockets when it’s time to throw clothes into the wash, but
why wait until then to find your spare change? Make an effort to go through your pockets daily along with your wallet and purse to find all of your spare change, then put it in a jar or container of some sort. Instead of putting that change back into your wallet to use at a later time, it’s tucked away, waiting to be deposited into a savings
account. This is also a fun game if you have kids who are learning to save, since coins will likely seem more rewarding to them than they are to you. But don’t be fooled, though; that change adds up. The $5 method is a tried-and-true way to quickly save money. It’s simple: When you have a $5 bill, save it. Over time, all of those $5 bills
add up much faster than coins will, and since it’s only a small amount of money, you likely won’t even miss it. However, if you are a meticulous record keeper, then be sure to notate that you put it into savings. After awhile, if you feel like there’s a sufficient number of $5 bills in your stash, consider taking them to a bank and putting them
into a Certificate of Deposit (CD), money market or a simple savings account so that your money is at least earning some kind of interest, no matter how small. It’s no secret that eating out often can get pricey, so make an effort to eat at home and save the difference. If you know that you usually go out for dinner four nights a week and
spend $50 each time, resolve to stay in three of those nights and save the difference to cook the meal. A $10 pasta dinner at home will quickly net $40 in your savings account. Using this example, by the end of the year, you’d have saved over $6,000. Even if you use a meal delivery service like Blue Apron, that can frequently come in less
than going out to dinner. Bonus: You’ll improve your cooking skills and may even enjoy staying in as opposed to footing a larger bill. This is a savings game where it’s just you against yourself, seeing how much you can save. Pick a bill, like your electricity or your groceries, and try to spend less on the following bill. You can start with a
large bill like your electricity bill during a time when it’s high, like the summer or the holidays, and then try to stay under that the following months. If you’re trying to reduce grocery spending, try making lists and looking for coupons before going to the store. You’ll be surprised how easy it is to best yourself with a little bit of planning. Living
paycheck to paycheck is never easy, but if you’re in a position to make more than your bills require, consider this as a savings method. After receiving every paycheck, move the remaining amount from your checking into your savings account. This way, you’re only using the money you have available to you for bills and other expenses,
and the rest is tucked away for a rainy day or a large, future purchase. For example, if you’re paid $1,000 every two weeks, but have $100 left in your checking account on payday, move most of it over into savings. By doing this one simple thing, you’ll have $2,400 in savings by the end of the year. Maybe all of these methods are too
much for you. That’s okay. Saving is really hard for some people, especially when they already got a basic emergency savings account. This is where the Save Anything method comes into play. It’s simple: Save some kind of money every day. You put the amount in a jar or container, but keep a ledger where you mark down the amount
that’s saved daily for 30 days. By the end of this time, you’ll be able to see how much was saved and hopefully feel compelled to do it for another 30 days and keep the progress going. This is a classic saving method, though there are a couple of schools of thought on how to accomplish it. The first is simple: Save $1 a week, adding $1
more every following week week, until the 52nd week when you put away $52. Or, you can reverse this if you’d rather put the biggest chunk of cash away right at the beginning, working your way down. Another way to do this is a daily challenge for a month, starting with $1 on the first day, and working your way up to $30 on the last day of
the month. Are you ready to take your saving methods to the next level? Then the No Spend challenge might be exactly what you’re looking for. It’s as simple as it sounds: Challenge yourself not to spend any money that isn’t necessary. Rent, bills and food are obviously things you need to survive, but other discretionary expenses like
clothing, games, travel, entertainment, etc. are not. During this month-long challenge, you’ll forego these activities, and save the money you would have spent on them. People who take on this challenge can get intense, and even modify the rules to last for a whole year. For example, one modification is to simply cut out buying new
clothes for a year, and wear only what is already in your closet, or buy them secondhand if you must. If this sounds like something you want to try – but you don’t know if you can last a month or a year – start out with a one week challenge and work your way up to the month to see how much you’ll be able to save. This challenge was
founded by Paula Pant of Afford Anything. Basically, you start out by saving one percent of your paycheck, and then raise that by one percent every month. At the end of the year, you’ll be putting away 12 percent of your check. If you currently save a portion of your check, this doesn’t mean that you have to drop down to one percent, just
start wherever you’re at and build up your savings one percent at a time. Conventional budget wisdom tells you to pay your bills, and then use what’s left to figure out how much to contribute to your savings. This method reverses that. The “pay yourself” first method puts away whatever your savings goal is for the month, and then pays
your bills with what’s left. If there is not enough money to pay your bills, then you need to take a long look at them and see what you can cut out. Instead of putting your bills first, this method puts your financial goals first, and helps you build your budget around those goals. It’s rare to go anywhere without seeing a tip jar next to a cashier.
This method takes that concept and applies it to every aspect of your spending. Make a rule for yourself that every time you buy a certain kind of item, you’ll tip yourself a specified amount. For example, when you buy your coffee in the morning, tip yourself $1, which goes into your savings. Or every time you eat out, tip yourself 20% and
put that amount into savings. The main lesson from this method is to keep savings in the forefront; so, if you can’t afford to go out for dinner and drinks, and to tip yourself (and the server, of course), then you can’t afford to go out. No matter what your current goal is, chances are that there’s an app for that, and that includes savings. There
are a lot of different programs for specific goals, like saving up for a trip or a home, but SaveUp seems to stand out from the crowd. It works by rewarding you for saving with points for dollars put toward everything from your 401(k) to student loans to credit cards. Whether you are just saving money or trying to build up your credit, SaveUp
will reward you similarly to a credit card that has reward points. These points can be used for instant-win games, and even opportunities to win a car and a vacation. Get SaveUp for Android and Apple.
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